Beach Ba Worko

Tones the ier thighs, uer & lower abs, the cheﬆ & triceps & BOOTY!! !

BIKINI Chop

Tones the thighs, glutes, core & a little bit of the chest!
Begin with your feet shoulder width apart
Maintain a strong core, abs drawn in.
Bend down into a squat, keeping your knees in line with your ankles, sit
back as if you were going to sit in a chair & bring ball to one side.
Stand up squeezing your abs and chop the ball to the opposite side.
Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up! 10-20 repetitions x3 Sets!

Squ to Baerina Raise
Begin with your feet wider than hip width apart &
your feet slightly turned out.
Hold the ball with your hands, squeezing your
chest.
Maintaining good posture, shoulder blades back
and down, squat down again, brining the ball
between your legs.
As you stand, squeeze
your glutes and bring the ball
Inhale on the way down,
exhale on the way up!
10-20 repetitions x3 Sets!

Tones the inner thighs,
tops of the thighs, the
booty & the chest!

Ba S-Ups!

Tones the upper abs &

Roll out onto the ball, so that your feet are
flat on the ground, your lower back is on the ball
at a 45 degree angle and your booty is hanging
off the edge.
Lean back as far as your can, while still
keeping your eyes and chin facing the sky.
Without pulling on your neck, crunch up,
using your upper abs.
Exhale on the way up, inhale on the way
down! :)
Perform 10-20 repetitions x3 sets!

B er & Cheﬆ

Tones the area where your arm meets your chest, the upper
chest, the booty and the core!

Stay on the ball, but roll down so that your HEAD IS RESTING on the ball, your shoulders
are on the ball, & your bum and lower back are not on the ball.
Keep your hips and bum up, with a neutral spine.
With your palms facing forward, bring your dumbbells to your chest, arms at 90 degrees.
Press up above your CHEST (level with with your chest!)
Exhale on the way up, inhale on the way down
10-20 x3

B er & Tricep Toner

Tones the backs of the arms (the triceps)
and lifts the booty!

Stay on the ball, with your HEAD IS
RESTING
on the ball, your shoulders are on the ball, & your bum and lower back are not on the ball.
Keep your hips and bum up, with a neutral spine.
With your arms straight, in line with your shoulders, have your palms facing in.
Bend your arms at 90 degrees, and then straighten
up extending your arm using that tricep muslce!
Inhale on the way down, exhale on the way up.
10-20 x3

Bikini Ro OUT!!

Tones the entire core, flattens the lower tummy, tones the triceps and
works the lats (back muscles, under the arm and along the side of your body)

Stand with the ball in front of you, feet hip distance apart!
Place your hands on THE EDGE OF THE BALL!!!! Not on top :)
Roll out onto the ball into a plank on your forearms
Hold this for a good 2 seconds, the roll back up using those abs and arms.
Exhale on the way up, inhale on the way down! :)
Perform 10-20 repetitions x3 sets!

mﬆring Curls!

Smoothes the backs of the thighs, tones the calves & the core!
Lay on your back, with your heels & calves on the
ball.
Lift your hips up so that your spine is neutral.
Curl the ball toward you, using the hamstring
muscles (the backs of your thighs.
Keep your spine neutral the entire time & your abs
engaged.
Inhale on the out, exhale on the in.
10-20 x3

g sliing Extensions wh a crunch!
Tones the inner thighs, the tops of the thighs
& the abs.

Laying on your back, put the ball in between your feet and hold it with your inner thigh
muscles.
Extend your legs all the way straight, using your quads and inner thighs.
As you extend your legs, crunch up your shoulder blades off of the ground with your
upper ab muscles.
Exhale on the way up, inhale on the way
down! :)
Perform 10-20 repetitions x3 sets!

Tone It Up Ier Thigh Chaenge!!

Tones the inner thighs & core!

With the ball out in front of you, place your hands
on top of the ball.
Place your knees on either side of the ball, with
your toes on the ground behind you.
When youʼre ready, try to bring your toes off of the
ground and balance.
Try this with a partner and hold onto them for
support!!!
Make sure you are in a very clear area with no
tables or anything. We suggest doing this in the sand
or on a mat. :)

